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<? The BG News
Tuesday, March 31,1992

Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Budget emergency possible
by John Kohstrand and Klmberty Larson
The BC News

Rain and snow:
Today, amixtureofsun
and clouds with a chance of
showers. High around SO.
Southwest winds 10 to 15
mph becoming northwest.
Chance of rain SO percent.
Tonight, mostly cloudy with
a chance of snow. Low 20 to
25. Chance of snow SO percent. Wednesday, snow
likely with the high 30 to 35.
Chance of snow 70 perctnt.

Outside Campus

Volume 74, Issue 122

The University's Senate Executive Committee is
conducting an emergency meeting this afternoon
to urge the University president and the Board of
Trustees to declare a University "financial emergency."
The emergency proposal would operate similar
to a financial exigency procedure outlined in the
academic charter, which permits the University to
make deep cuts in programming and lay off staff -even tenured faculty.
However, the Faculty Senate emergency plan
proposal would also include classified staff and
administrative staff on a committee to look into
cuts for the University, said Leigh Chiarelott, Faculty Senate chairman.
"We want to activate a process allowing faculty
and staff to have a say," he said.
Specifics on the proposal will be hammered out

— The Budget Crisis

hy Julie Tigliaferro
The BC News

this afternoon.
The written exigency procedure allows the University to eliminate staff and departments, but
only on the recommendation of the Committee on
Academic Procedures, which essentially consists
of SEC faculty members

The "Guam One"

CLEVELAND - Here are
Monday night's Ohio Lottery
selections:
Pick 3 Numbers: 9-3-5
Pick 4 Numbers: 9-7-0-6
Cards: Ten of Hearts
King of Clubs
Eight of Diamonds
Nine of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$8 million.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Sce USG, page 7.

Man charged in
murder of local
3-year-old boy
by Eileen McNamara and Chris Hawley
The BC News

The court was to consider
Tuesday whether to hear the
candidates' appeal of the
disqualification, said Robert
Dublck, associate provost
and dean of student services
on Monday.
If the court agrees to hear
the case, a settlement conference would be held; if no
agreement can be reached,
the matter would be brought
to trial.
But no matter what the
court decides, the four candidates are expected to appeal, the Akron Beacon
Journal reported Monday.
The election, held March
17 and 18, pitted incumbent
student body president Tom
Smith and running mate
Todd Schmitz against Matt
Weaver and Derrick Clay.
Smith won last year's
election by a single vote.
Smith and Schmitz lost by
31 votes this year. But
Weaver and Clay were disqualified after Smith
claimed a flier circulated by
backers of Weaver's campaign amounted to vote buying.

Lottery

The magnitude of the budget cuts expected to be handed down
next month could be the equivalent of bringing down four state
universities, Ohio Student Association's Rob Nosse said Monday
night.
Speaking at Undergraduate Student Government's general assembly meeting as part of his tour to 13 state universities, Nosse
•- the executive director of the group - encouraged USG senators to participate in a state-wide rally protesting the cuts.
Nosse said of the five categories the budget is divided into,
higher education will be hurt the most when Gov. George Voino-

See Budget, page 4.

More politics, more scandal:
AKRON - The student
government election at the
University of Akron landed
in the lap of the student
court after the winners of
the election were disqualified for alleged vote-buying.

Plea entered:
A Bowling Green resident
accused of killing his
roommate, a former University student, pleaded not
guilty to charges of murder
at a March 23 arraignment
before Wood County Court
of Common Pleas Judge
Charles Kurfess.
A trial date for Steve
Woodworth, 415 Ninth St.
Apt. C, will be set at a pretrial conference April 6.
Woodworth and Scott
Riddle are accused of killing
their female roommate, Joy
Hiser, on Feb. 6.
Hiser was found in the
Ninth Street apartment with
a rag containing an ammonia and bleach mixture
over her face. A coroner's
report said she died of asphyxiation.

State funds for higher
education to decrease

BGNcwi/JayMurdock
Reproductive Freedom Project director Janet Bensboof talks about her arrest for speaking about
abortion In Guam during her speech about "Reproductive Rights and the Legal Implications" In the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom Monday night. See story on page 6.

A Bowling Green man was charged with the aggravated murder of
a 3-year-old local boy after the boy's body was found March 22 in a
garbage bag near the man's residence.
John F. Umbel, 35, of 451 Thurstin Ave., was arraigned in Bowling
Green Municipal Court on charges he kidnapped and murdered Alex
J. Leimgruber, who lived in a nearby trailer park. Police discovered
the boy's body after a daylong search by area volunteers, police,
sheriff's deputies and FBI officials.
A preliminary coroner's report stated Leimgruber was strangled.
Charges filed in the municipal court indicated the boy had also been
raped, said Wood County Prosecutor Alan Mayberry.
Umbel is being held in the Wood County Justice Center on $250,000
bond and will be bound over to the Wood County Court of Common
Pleas following a grand jury hearing Wednesday. Mayberry said he
will ask for a death-penalty indictment in the case.
"We will be seeking the death penalty from the grand jury based on
the underlying offense of kidnapping," he said.
According to a Bowling Green Police Division report, Leimgruber
was reported missing by his parents at about 1 p.m. Saturday. The
boy had been playing with a friend inside the Leimgruber home when
he wandered outside by himself. The Leimgrubers did not discover
their son had gone outside until 15 minutes later. The parents called
police after they searched for the boy and were not able to find him.
"It wasn't very long before they called and we began our investigation right then," said Assistant Bowling Green Police Chief
Capt. Thomas Votava.
Officers from city police, Wood County Sherriff's Office, University Police and the Toledo Bureau of the FBI were called in to conduct
the investigation and search for the child.
A sheriff's department official said firefighters attending the
Northwest Volunteer Fire School at the University March 21 and 22
also joined search efforts. Between 20 and 40 people were involved in
the search.
"We were questioning neighbors, including John Umbel, to see if
anyone knew anything," Votava said. "[Umbel] made some incriminating statements... and we obtained a search warrant."
Mayberry said Umbel had no relation to the boy.
Officials searched Umbel's apartment and Umbel himself March
22, but declined to indicate what evidence was collected.

Killer receives sentence
Suggestion made Geringer
must remain in prison for at least 79 years
to alter city map,
'eject' University
common pleas judge added six
years to the sentence because a
gun was used in the killings. Geringer also received a minimum
Confessed killer Richard Ger- 10 years in jail on an aggravated
inger received three life senten- arson charge. He will be eligible
ces and a minimum of 16 addi- for parole after 79 years.
Geringer declined to make a
tional years in prison for arson
and the aggravated murder of his statement before the court; but
wife, daughter and girlfriend in his lawyer, Don Cameron of
Toledo, told Kurfess that GerDecember.
The 44-year-old Perrysburg inger regretted the murders.
"I do believe he is remorseful,"
man was described as "remorseful" by his attorney but was rep- Cameron said. "It may be diffirimanded by Judge Charles Kur- cult for him to speak in those
fess for not seeking help for terms, but he is remorseful."
Cameron said a psychological
problems with depression. Geringer had said in a pre-sentence profile indicated Geringer is not
report that his depression led insane.
Wood County Prosecutor Alan
him to commit the murders.
"Your crimes appear to me to Mayberry told the court before
be an act of your own repugnance sentencing Geringer's crimes
and self-pity," Kurfess told Ger- were "heinous beyond words."
inger. "I think even now you seek Geringer pleaded guilty Jan. 25
little remorse and try to justify to charges he killed his wife,
your actions to family and Carol, 40; his daughter, Kim, 13;
and his girlfriend, Susan Pelc, 39
friends."
Kurfess sentenced Geringer on Dec. 22. Geringer also admitMarch 20 to life in prison on each ted to attempting to set his house
count of aggravated murder. The on fire before shooting himself
by Chris Hawley
The BG News

by John Kohlslrand
editor
A Bowling Green City Council committee will begin investigating new plans for drawing the city's ward map, but
council members cautioned that no decision has been made to
redistrict.
The two-hour meeting of the Government and Personnel
Committee sparked comments from permanent residents opposed to any changes, including one suggestion to eject the University from city limits.
"Then you won't have to put up with this," said Mary Jane
Parker, 302 N. Enterprise St.
Students advocating redistricting said they were satisfied
with the results of the meeting.
"I'm pleased progress has been made on the issue," Undergraduate Student Government senator Michael Brennan said.
After reviewing government schemes in Ann Arbor, Mich.
and cities home to five other Mid-American Conference schools,
council members decided they wanted to explore other ward
maps without committing to a change.
See Redbtrict, pages.

with a shotgun.
A statement from the Wood
County prosecutor's office said
Geringer had planned for some
time to kill his wife and daughter
due to problems in his marriage.
Cameron said Geringer had lost
his job and was suffering from
depression. He planned to murder his wife because their marriage had failed and killed his
daughter to spare her the shame
of having a murderer for a
father.
"In his mind, [the murder of
Kim Geringer] was an act of
love," Cameron said. "He feared
she would grow up living with the
stigma of having a father who
killed her mother."
According to the prosecutor's
office statement, Geringer constructed a device to set his house
on fire the week before the murder;,. He suspected Pelc was
having a sexual relationship with
someone else and decided to kill
her after discovering her parked
See Geringer, page 5.
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Voinovich not education guv
George Voinovich wants to
raise your taxes. This should not
be a big surprise for those who
voted for or against the Ohio
GOP chief executive.
Everyone was afraid this was
going to happen. After all, he
does have a legal obligation to
balance the state's budget.
However, on a more dramatic
and shocking note, this selfproclaimed "education governor" now wants to cut education funding.
This is the same Voinovich who
campaigned for governor in 1990
on a pledge of no new taxes. You
know -- the one who said he
wanted to be known as the education governor.
At a recent news conference
called to unveil his latest strategy for balancing the seriously
out-of-whack state budget, Voinovich tried to tiptoe away from
two of his main campaign promises with his unusual political
clout.
During the conference Voinovich announced he is proposing
several new taxes, or as he prefers to call them, "revenue enhancers." He wants to add a 12
cent tax to the price of a pack of
cigarettes, 3 to 6 cents to a bottle
of wine and about a quarter to a
bottle of hard liquor.
Not to worry, said King
George, as he proclaimed this
was not infringing of his no-newtaxes pledge, but was rather just
"a piddly little sin tax." I guess
during his campaign he forgot to

Alex J. Teodosio
Guest Columnist
clarify his promise was referring
to those major taxes - like income and sales.
Let's face it, when he was
asked about taxes, the honest
thing for Voinovich to have said
would have been: "Look, the entire economy is shaky right now.
I don't want to raise taxes, but
Lord knows what the future holds
for Ohio."
To make matters worse for you
and me and other middle and low
income families in Ohio, he is
imposing $57 million in cuts for
higher education and $888 million in cuts for primary and secondary education.
Not to fear, claims Voinovich,
who says he will maintain his
strong commitment to education
as he plans to "spare the state's
172 poorest school districts from
the budget ax." Of course he
doesn't mention the remaining
450 plus school districts in Ohio
which will have to endure these
cuts.

his "trickle down economic
theory" was alive and kicking in
the Cleveland skies. Of course in
the meantime the graduation rate
of high school seniors in the city
fell from 64 percent to an all-time
low of 47 percent.
There is no doubt Voinovich
was sure to find himself impaled
on the promises he made during
his governorship campaign. Now
he's squirming around trying to
explain how a tax increase is not
really a tax increase, and how a
cut in educational funds is not
really a cut.
Deja vu for those Clevelanders
who fell victim to Voinovich's
"Hoover/Reaganomics" policies
once before.
When it comes down to it,
Voinovich sold us a bill of goods
during his campaign and most of
us recognized exactly what he
was doing - but we bought it
anyway. That, my friends, is why
the GOP does well in visible elections - elections which are tarnished with their corporate "skyscraper" funds and upper class
donations.

It is astounding to believe the
majority of Ohio voters chose the
candidates who contributed to
the deterioration of the Cleveland School District.
He convinced enough voters

So who is to blame, Voinovich
for lying to the voters - or the
voters for demanding to be lied
to? Either way, King George
needs to be held accountable for
his promises before Ohio's entire
education system begins to reflect the city of Cleveland's.
Alex J. Teodosio is a public
administration graduate student.

'People labels' don't stick
In response to the letter written by David Dorland that ran in
the March 19 The BG News, I
would like to say it is inexcusable
that a supposedly intelligent person (this judging from his enrollment at the University and
not by his letter) can possess
such narrow-minded and negative views of fellow human beings.
Mr. Dorland, your view of what
it is to be liberal illustrates the
kind of stereotyping and pigheaded beliefs that have led to
the oppression and prejudice that
permeates our country.
Issues of our "great" nation
and world are too complex to be
judged in black and white terms,
as are human beings. Anyone ignorant enough to believe individuals can be so easily
categorized, according to their
beliefs, into groups must possess
a misguided, judgmental nature.
I consider myself to be fairly
liberal, Mr. Dorland. I do believe
our societal structure lends to
the perpetration of crime (because of people like you who
would seemingly rather have
America be made up of little
clones than allow freedom of
thought).
I'm not yet definite with my beliefs about the legalization of
drugs. I do know, however, that
were I to believe in drug legaliza-

Chr istina Wise
Guest Columnist
tion, it would be my right to have
that belief.
While I believe people should
do everything in their power to
support themselves, I do no*, believe our government should
desert those who cannot.

While I believe people should
do everything in their power
to support themselves, I do
not beieve our government
should desert those who
cannot.
Lastly, I believe in the traditional American family system.
But I also believe people who
don't share that belief have the
right to their own self-expression
and deserve to live their lives the
way they choose.
These beliefs are in no way designed to undermine the current
American system. Our system is
already filled with enough flaws
to guarantee it undermining itself.
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Marijuana, poetry, graduation fees and Bush -- Oh my
OK faithful readers, here
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do it! fragmentary column'.'.'. Oh
No!!!!!!
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PerrinSah

■ • • ■ 41

On Sunday, Arkansas Governor Bill Clinton admitted to
experimenting with marijuana in
the late 1960s. His specific words
were: "When I was in England I
experimented with marijuana a
time or two and didn't like it. I
didn't inhale it."
My first reaction to that was to the cost of $250,000. Do you think
laugh. He didn't even inhale it! our administration would do such
Basically, he looked just like a thing? Remember, "We Care!"
those people in bars who take a
little puff from a cigarette and
Yesterday, I ordered my cap
quickly blow it out before it even and gown for commencement warms their mouths. Regardless, $14. As an added bonus, when I
who the hell cares? Most of his got my last bursar bill, I found
generation "experimented" with out I was making a $20 graduamarijuana; kind of like how our tion donation. Now, the $14 for
generation "experiments" with the cap and gown I can accept,
alcohol.
they must be ordered and come
in the correct size - hopefully.
If you're looking for something However, $20 just to graduate?
to do that doesn't involve alcohol
next Wednesday night, there will
be a reading of original prose and Looking at how the
poetry in Prout Chapel at 7:30 presidential races are
p.m. Reading will be Corinne Arraez, Melissa Henry and Katrina shaping up, I've come to an
Vandenberg; all are senior crea- extremely disturbing
tive writing majors. The evening conclusion. George Bush is
will be well worth your while. By
the way, I will be dancing naked the most qualified person
as visual accompaniment.
among those running to be

Rabbit Run

lay Murdock
PHOTO EDITOR

KENDRA DINSMORE

Speaking words of wisdom

Perhaps the most appalling of
all Mr. Dorland's implications is,
according to his rationale, it
would have been OK for George
Bush to annihilate millions of
people in order to prevent them
from doing the same. I'm sure
■ • m • •
you also advocate the destruction
Over Spring Break, I visited a
of countless men, women and
children in Operation Desert friend who is now an MBA stuStorm for the sake of our pre- dent at the University of Rochester Business School., What I did
cious hole-filled economy.
there is of no consequence, but I
I believe the taking of any hu- have to tell you about the school.
There are approximately 250
man life is reserved for no one
but God. Contrary to popular be- MBA students at Rochester. For
lief, George Bush is not God.
these 250 students is a computer
lab with 50 IBM PS/2s (approxiI'm sure Mr. Dorland thought mately 3 years old). TWO stulong and hard about the contents dents approached the adminisof his letter before setting them tration complaining that the
to paper. But, in my opinion, he computers were becoming outneeds to think again. This time, dated. The administration immeMr. Dorland, keep in mind that if diately agreed to replace all 50
America is indeed "the land of computers and install a new netthe free," Americans should be working system this summer at
free to have their own beliefs,
whether they are defined as liberal or not ... and regardless of
The Opinion page of the BG
whether or not they parallel
News consists of editorials, colyours.
umns, cartoons and letters exUntil you realize this, Mr. Dor- pressing the opinions of the
land, you are indeed wearing a readers.
hat. And it's covering your eyes.
Signed letters or columns exChristina Wise is a junior Eng- press the beliefs of the individual
lishfloumalism major and assis- writer, and in now way represent
tant special projects editor for the opinion of The News.
The BG New*.
Letters of the editor should be
200-300 words in length. All let-

BG News Staff

Glen Lubbert __
ASST. SPORTS ED.

tw mwa cuss
HUT oasts
TO wnoy n,

president
Haven't I poured enough money
into this institution in my four
years here (my last count puts
the total around $20,000)? Oh
well, maybe they'll give the
money to the faculty. Right.
Speaking of money and the
faculty (I know, it's almost
laughable to use those two words
in the same sentence), it's been
rumored that the faculty buy-out
option is going to be canceled.
This is going to affect quite a
number of professors on this
campus - but hey, at least the

faculty is still happy, right ...
RIGHT?

•••••

Before some greater power on
this campus decides that I won't
be allowed to graduate, let me
diffuse some of my criticisms of
the administration. The reason
we face budget cuts isn't the administration. Rather, blame rests
mainly on our federal and state
governments. When the school
faces "12 to 25 percent" budget
cuts from the state, there's not
much it can do.
Also, we're not the only school,
or state for that matter, that is
cutting funds toward higher education. Even the "elite" schools
of this country are not immune.
Harvard is facing a budget deficit of close to $50 million. Yale is
cutting departments like linguistics and halving its sociology department.

•••••

Looking at how the presidential
races are shaping up, I've come
to an extremely disturbing conclusion. George Bush is the most
qualified person among those
running to be president. Before
all the "liberals" in the world
start giving me a hard time, let
me explain myself.
What kind of experience does
Bill Clinton, Jerry Brown, Pat
Buchanan or H. Ross Perot have
in foreign affairs (I realize by including Perot I am legitimizing
him in my own mind - a scary
thought)? Now ask the same
question of Bush (he was an ambassador to China and the United
Nations). Beyond economic matters, what do Clinton, Brown, Buchanan and Perot have to say
(even though in economic matters you know exactly what Perot
is going to do - kind of an interesting concept in politics now, no
hidden agenda)?
Oh well, I've wasted enough of
your time ...
Perrin San, a senior political
science major, la a weekly columnist for The BG News.

Responses wanted
ters must be typed, signed and
include the writer's telephone
number, address or on campus
mail box, plus class rank or occupation, major and hometown.
Telephone numbers and addresses are for verification purposes only and will not be published unless otherwise requested.
If presenting a letter in person.

please bring a picture ID, along
with a home phone number.
The News also reserves the
right to edit any submitted work
for clarity and brevity.
If not submitting a letter or
guest column in person, please
address the submission to:
The Editorial Editor
The BG Newt
210 West Hall

Thomas Cicirelli

The BG News
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Letters

A clear-up on the misconceptions of proportioning comments
The BG News:
(This is concerning Michael
Brennan's "Responses, RSA,
NPHC" column March 18).
I am assured my statement
concerning absolutes has been
sustained by Brennan's assertion
in reference to me when he
stated, "Are you so narrowminded that you cannot understand that one word may have
been more than one definition?"
Mr. Brennan, I have no difficulty in understanding the meaning of these words and perceive
that you also indicate you do not
intend to be convicted of anything you may state, since this
private definition of words may
allow you the liberty of changing
in case of dif ficulty.
First, I did not "muddy the issue of redistricting by citing irrelevant and/or factually incorrect case law and legal codes." I
quoted ONLY two recent Supreme Court rulings, namely
Sections 2 and S of the Voting
Rights Act (1965), which deal
with numerical/proportional
representation and the right of
governments to change voting
procedures and jurisdictions.
I only mentioned White and
Whilecomb because they were
the cases cited by the Supreme
Court along with 23 other vote dilution cases.
Second, I did not misquote you.
You accused two Council members, Kepke and Oppliger, of "ignorance of the law." You then
went into your example of pleading ignorance of law by stating
"I'd like to see me get away with
that plea if the Bowling Green
police caught me urinating in
Kcpke's lawn."
I did not leave the impression
that you advocated urinating on

Kepke's lawn. That was your example, not mine! I might reflect
on the comparison: I am sure you
know, as most everyone would,
that urinating In public on private/public property is unlawful.
However, I am sure most citizens are not aware of the details
and adjudications of the Voting
Rights Law of 196S. I did not
quote you "haphazardly."
Third, to imply I "haven't a
clue as to what proportional representation is," I can assure you I
have, since my reference is the
Supreme Court ruling you call
IRRFXEVANT I will still accept
the highest court of this country
rather than leave it to your definition or the interpretation:, of
political science instructors as
requested by Scott Ziance. It is
not limited as you readily proclaim.
Fourth I would like to know
your source when referring to
case law that I cited during the
last Council committee meeting
concerning this statement: "All
of the case law you cite on proportional representation, Mr.
Lambroff, is irrelevant, I repeat,
IRRELEVANT to the issue of redistricting in Bowling Green. I..
fact, you should have known it
was Irrelevant because Scott
Ziance and several others at the
last Council committee meeting

told you that it was."
I taped that meeting and nowhere in the tape does it state
what you have stated. I called
Scott Ziance in regard to this
statement and told him it was not
on the tape and reminded him
that when a Council committee
member after my presentation
asked Mike Marsh, the attorney
for the city, what his legal opinion was, he stated he agreed with
me.
There was a question as to the
meaning of proportional representation, but Marsh did not state
what I have presented was irrelevant. I do not appreciate your
falsification of the true facts.
I will not "forget absolutes." If
language is to have any sensibility of meaning as an interchange
between people, it must be composed of words, each capable of
bearing definite meaning, else
the art of communication would
be obscured.
As to "fair" and "equal," you
are again reverting to plural definitions when it suits your position. I would not call it "fair" to
be able to exercise the right to
vote, whereby, one could impose
a financial responsibility on others with the possible confiscation
of property or imprisonment for
non-compliance with such a dictate, while having no personal responsibility.

However, that is NOW your
privilege and you consider that
fair! "Equal" must have some relationship to SOMETHING or
else how do we declare its equality?
These two terms you so readily
cast about are merely used as
cliches and euphemisms for the
portrayal of the righteousness of
your ideas. Unless you so define
what you mean by "fair" and "equal" I am not impressed.
Apparently, it is difficult for
you to do so, since "... one word
may have more than one definition ..." (His quote, not mine).
George W. Lambroff
Bowling Green

□ Tobacco smoke is recognized
as the most dangerous airborne
carcinogen in the U.S.; and
Q The 600 billion cigarettes
smoked annually in the U.S.
dump an estimated 2.25 million
metric tons of gaseous and paniculate matter in the air.
How can you ask non-smokers
to compromise their health so
you can enjoy a cigarette? That
you're engaging in a dangerous
activity is your choice, but others
should not be damaged in the
process.
BarbKeeley
Director of Program Advisement
Nursing Coordinator
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The BG News:
In response to the four student
smokers who feel discriminated
against, I would like to relate
some facts about second-hand
smoke (original source K.H. Ginzel, M.D., professor of Toxicology, University of Arkansas):
□ If you live with a smoker or
even ride in the car with one, you
have nicotine in your blood and
urine;
-1 The sidestream smoke which
comes out of the end of a cigarette has higher concentrations
of most poisons and carcinogens
than the mainstream smoke the
smoker inhales;
a Seventy-five percent of the
nicotine in a cigarette ends up in
the atmosphere but only 25 percent goes into the smoker's lungs
and brain;

Jim's Journal

CYCLING /XNtD FO Ness

BG's most complete line of
bicycles, accessories, and
parts
Service on all makes.
Over 50 years Experience.
20% DISCOUNT on Advent
Computers and U-locks while
supplies last.
Not valid with any other offer.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

K'S

Hours: 8-8 Mon.-Fti., 8-5 Sal.

Clip & Save
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DISCOUNT
COUPON
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Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

When you turn in this ad and sign
a lease for Ms address, you will
receive a discount on rent for the
whole year.
525 E. MERRY
•Close to Campus

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. □

•FREE WATER & SEWER
•Furnished 2 Bedroom
•Private Parking

NEWIPVE
Rentals
4C9*R9n
35Z-56ZO

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

328 S. Main
only Office

0ur

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

SNACK BAR
SUNDAY - THURSDAY
6:00PM - MIDNIGHT

LOWER
LEVEL
HARSHMAN

you could also get 10% back

Gel 10%
buck

on all the long distance calls you make with

your card* □ The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.
,
University Food Operations

372-2766

Call more, save more with an AT&T Catling Card.
Call 1800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.
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State redistricting reduces
access to government in BG
by Doug Baker
The BG News
The approval of new congressional districts for Ohio
means U.S. Rep. Paul Gillmor's
Bowling Green office is now located in District 9, now represented by Rep.
Marcy Kaptur.
According to
Gillmor's press
secretary Mark
Isakowitz, no
plans have
been discussed
about the possible relocation
of Gillmor's
Gardner
Bowling Green
office.
"Congressman Gillmor is disappointed about the splitting up
of BG," Isakowitz said. "The
congressman has had an office in
BG since day one and I know he
would like it to stay that way."
Despite the Thursday split,
Gillmor still it-presents a portion
of Bowling Green and there artother places in the city he could

"Congressman Gillmop is disappointed about the splitting up
ol BG. The congressman has had an office in BG since day
one and I know he would like it to stay that way."
Mark Isakowitz, U.S. Rep. Paul Gillmor's press
secretary
have an office, Isakowitz stated.
Gillmor will still represent a
portion of Bowling Green and
residents of the Ninth District
may still call Gillmor's office.
"Once a constituent always a
constituent," Isakowitz said. "He
would still like to continue to
represent the people of BG."
Tin- changes in the district
were required because the Ninth
District was 70,000 people short
of its required population.
Rossford, Northwood and Walbridge remain within the boundaries of the Ninth District.
Added to the Ninth District are
Perrysburg, Troy, Freedom,
Webster and Center townships,
part of Middlctown township, the
villages of Pemberville, Luckey

Count Blotter
On Wednesday the grand jury
of the Wood County Court of
Common Pleas indicted the following;
♦ Omar Bazzy. 329 Conklin, on a
fourth-degree felony charge of furnishing
a false driver's license. A warrant was issued for Bazzy's arrest, and the case was
assigned to Judge Donald DeCessna.
♦ Daniel M. McComis, Walbfidge, on
two counts of sexual battery, a fourthdegree felony. The indictment charges
McComis engaged in sexual conduct with
a female under his parental or custodial
care. A summons was issued and the
case assigned to Judge Charles Kurfess.
♦ Michael Welch. Wrenwood. on two

and the eastern half of Bowling
Green.
State Rep. Randall Gardner
(R-Bowling Green) voted against
the redistricting plan because of
♦ An employee of Public Works rewhat he called political games- ported someone with a BB gun was
manship involved in the forma- shooting at him while he was working on
tion of the new districts.
Madison Court Thursday, March 19,
police said.

Gardner has said he is con♦ Lauren P. Bruno, 20, 842 Fifth St.,
cerned Gillmor may move his was cited for possession of a false ID
congressional office, which Friday, March 20, at Howard's Club H,
would decrease individual access 210 N. Main St., for allegedly attempting
to government In Bowling Green. to use another person's ID to get into the
"It would be helpful when
someone calls for assistance on a
Federal project I shouldn't have
to take out a street map of Bowling Green [to determine who
their representatives are],"
Gardner said in a previous
statement.

bar without a cover charge. However, the
employee checking IDs at the door was
acquainted with the actual owner of the
ID. Bruno said she found the ID at a
party, police said.
♦ Neal C. Garner, 23, 10802 Bradner
Road, Bradner, was cited for possession
of drug instruments Monday, March 23,

counts of receiving stolen property, a
fourth-degree felony. The grand jury
charged Welch obtained possession of
two checks stolen from Downtown Athletic Club. A warrant was issued for
Welch's arrest, and the case was assigned to Judge Kurfess.
♦ David Mobley, Naples, Fla . on a
third-degree felony charge of grand theft.
A warrant was issued and the case assigned to Judge DeCessna
♦ Rex Strow, Custar, on a fourthdegree felony charge of domestic violence with a specification that harm was
done. A warrant was issued and the case
assigned to Judge DeCessna.

♦ Richard Cheney, now held in Lucas
County Jail, on four counts of aggravated
burglary, a first-degree felony. A warrant
was issued and the case assigned to
Judge Gale Williamson.
♦ John S. Ferguson, Findlay, on a
second-degree felony charge of robbery.
A warrant was issued and the case assigned to Judge Williamson.
♦ Gerald Harpel, Jr. on a first-degree
felony charge of aggravated robbery. A
warrant was issued and the case assigned to Judge Williamson.
♦ Dean Cable, Holland, Ohio, on two
counts of theft, a fourth-degree felony. A
warrant was issued and the case assigned to Judge Williamson.

Police Blotter
at Barney's Convenience Mart, 1091 N. 12-year-old daughters had received a
Main St. An officer noticed a strong odor phone call from a person who said, "The
of marijuana smoke coming from Gar- devil is going to crawl up your crotch" at
ner's vehicle and questioned him. Garner a youth sleepover the girls were planning
at first denied the allegation but then to attend at the Agape' Church of Prayer,
turned over a metal pipe containing mari- 313 Thurstin Ave., that night. The susjuana and a plastic bag with marijuana pect is believed to be male, police said.
residue, police said.
♦ A delivery vehicle was stolen from
Myles Pizza Pub and Pasta, 300 E. Woos♦ Patrick A Croninger, 18, 320 ter St., Friday, police said.
Beaver #145, McClure, was arrested for
disorderly conduct for having sexual
♦ A breaking and entering occurred at
intercourse with a 17-year- old on Crim Z Drugs, 1222 W. Wooster St., Friday.
School property Tuesday, March 24, The suspect, who has not been identified,
police said.
gained access by throwing a chair
through a glass pane. Store management
♦ Two residents reported two sepa- checked inventory and reported no drugs
rate incidents in which their 11 and were stolen, police said.

Budget
Continued from page 1.

USE A CONDOM

Chiarelott said exigency was
planned with the idea that it
would apply to cuts of 25 percent
or deeper. Because such deep

POSITION AVAILABLE
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SECRETARY
• 20HRS/WEEK
• GOOD PAY
• GOOD PEOPLE
For an application & interview contact
Jason T. Jackson at 372-8116 by April 3rd.

Medii&u£ag<U-lO-\\rn

Applications lor

•
•
•
•
•

fall 1992 BG News editor
1992-93 Gavel editor
1992-93 KEY yearbook editor
1992-93 Miscellany editor
1992-93 Obsidian editor

Please gte Mood

cuts aren't expected, a less foreboding procedure is needed for
the current situation, he said.
"Obvious" cost savers already
discussed include cuts of faculty
and/or staff, campus-wide pay
cuts, pay cuts for summer classes, or some combination of the
three, according to Chiarelott.
Salaries are the largest part of
the University's budget.
The chairman said an emergency committee could also look
for less obvious ways to save
money.
The writen SEC proposal only
includes "faculty and stafr' for
input in the process, but Chiarelott said students might also participate.
"I would think a broad-based
committee would also involve
representatives of USG and
GSS," Chiarelott said.

From SEC, the resolution
would move to the agenda of the
full Faculty Senate for an April 7
meeting.
In a related budget effort, the
University's Classified Staff
Council is in the process of collecting about 2,000 signatures to
send to Gov. George Voinovich.
According to Joyce Hyslop,
word-processing supervisor of
business administration, the petition will be signed by employees
who are registered to vote.
"Higher education is taking
unfair budget cuts to make up for
the state budget shortfalls," Hyslop said.
Hyslop, who volunteered to
pass out the petition in the Business Administration Building,
said it will be distributed in many
areas of campus.

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE. WE WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 214 West Hall.

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN
2 Blk. N. of Poe

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 9.

Rent Now For Fall 1992 1
Columbia
Court
Apts.

Ridge
Manor
Apts.

BG's Newest Apartment
Complex
Close To B.G.S.U.

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom, Furnished
Town ho uses
Close to Campus

Hurry Only A Few Left!!!!
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information.
Greenbriar Inc , Mer.
Summer Rates Available

354-6166
Dr. K. Morkland DC. • Dr. A. Edge D.C.

Want a special and meaningful way to wish your
fricnd(s) a HAPPY BIRTHDAY??????

Birthday Display Advertisements
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DIPLAY AD!
BIRTHDAY DISPLAY AD!
•
•
•
•

1x3 ad to be displayed in the classified
We offer a variety of graphics to choose from for your ad
Birttiay display ads must be placed 2 days prior to run
On and off campus students can be billed to your bursar
Your cost ONLY $W per id'.'.
Send your friend(s) a birthday wish in style!
Phce an order NOWHIIU!

Please call 2-260S or stop by The BG News office at 219 West Hall
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Social Security tax examined
Despite income ceiling changes, fund is unevenly collected
by Chris Miller
The BC News

money forms a Social Security
trust fund. That money, in turn,
is put into Treasury securities bonds which pay interest and are
J. Kevin Quinn, assistant economics professor backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government.

"tt taxes people who are less well-off by a greater percent
than people who are very well-on."

The 1983 Social Security reforms have caused that tax, originally intended to provide funds
and services for retired Americans, to become essentially a
second Income tax, one which
favors the rich and provides
money for programs other than
Social Security.
"There are many people who
now pay more Social Security tax
than income tax," said J. Kevin
Quinn, University assistant
professor of economics.
Social Security began under
Franklin Roosevelt in 1935. In its
most idealistic form, it was a
government retirement fund, a
tax collected from wage earners
and set aside.
Debate about the program isn't
so much concerned with the actual benefits provided. Social Security, which includes Medicare,
continues to provide pensions for
qualified retirees as well as medical assistance.
"To qualify [for Social Security
retirement benefits], the retiree
must have paid in for at least 40
quarters [10 years]," said Jake
Plaster, a Social Security service
representative.
However, unlike the federal
income tax. Social Security is
only deducted up to a certain in-

come ceiling, according to Jocelyn Kennedy, a federal taxpayer
representative.
'Tor 1992 [the ceiling] will be
$55,500 for Social Security and
$132,000 for Medicare," Kennedy
said.
Once a taxpayer's gross wage
earnings reach this ceiling no
further deductions are made,
Kennedy explained.
The problem with the current
ceilings is their failure to tax
evenly.
"If you're making $200,000 a
year you pay the same Social Security tax dollars as someone
who's making $50,000 a year,"
Quinn pointed out.
"It taxes people who are less
well-off by a greater percent
than people who are very welloff," Quinn added.
A 1991 change which established separate ceilings for
Social Security and Medicare is,
in part, a move to reduce this imbalance.
"It [Social Security and Medicare] used to be all under one
heading on your pay stub because the income ceilings were
the same," Kennedy said.

"[The federal government]
would deduct the entire tax
under Social Security and then
break it down into separate accounts [like Medicare]," Kennedy added.
Before 1991, 7.65 percent of a
taxpayer's gross annual wages
were withheld for Social Security
and Medicare up to a ceiling income of $51300. In 1992,6.2 percent will be withheld for Social
Security with a ceiling of $55301),
while 1.45 percent will be deducted for Medicare from incomes
up to $132,200, Kennedy explained.
While Quinn views this as a
step in the right direction, he said
further increases should be made
in the ceiling limit.
"[Congress] should definitely
raise the ceiling [for Social Security as well as Medicare]," Quinn
said.
Another key criticism of the
current system is its evergrowing surplus fund and use of
that fund.
Not all the money raised
through the Social Security tax
goes toward retirement and related payments. The remaining

cent of the population living in
the third ward receives the same
representation.
Parker's husband, Howard,
said memories of '60s 'crazies'
made him nervous about the true
aim of students.
"You're wanting to change the
city in some way," Ms. Parker
said. "What are you wanting to
change?"
Ward One Councilman Scott
Ziance said he didn't "think he
had caused any permanent damage," since being elected to

council.
Students "do it every night,"
Ms. Parker retorted.
After discussing the college
town survey - without reaching a
conclusion - council asked city
attorney Mike Marsh what rules
council had to follow if they

Redistrict
Continued from page 1.

"I want to see what it's going to
look like [before voting to change
the present ward set up]," council president Joyce Kepke said.
Imbalances have existed in the
city's ward map since it was
drawn using voter registration
data in 1973.
About 45 percent of the city,
including all campus residents
and many student neighborhoods, live in the first ward and
are represented by a single City
Council member. About 12 per-

FREE Showing in The Gish Film Theater
of the Oscar-nominated film

"ONE OF THE BEST FILMS
OF THE YEAR!

In essence, the federal
government is playing a clever
shell game, loaning money to itself for spending on everything
from welfare to fighter planes.
"Then when the time comes to
spend this fund [on Social Security-related payments], the
government has to raise money
anyway to pay off the bonds [it
bought from Itself], either by raising taxes again or going into
debt even more," Quinn explained.
Sen. Daniel Moynihan, D-N.Y.,
has led a movement to reduce the
Social Security tax, which in turn
would lower the large surplus of
funds that Congress puts into
Treasury securities. However,
Congress has yet to adopt such a
plan.

The National Arbor Day Foundation was barking up the right
tree when it recently named Bowling Green a "Tree City USA"
for the 12th consecutive year.
The state urban forestry program is 13 years old, which
makes the city one of the oldest recipients in Northwest Ohio.
"Nobody has had it 13 years," said Cathy Pokrandt. urban
forester of Northwest Ohio. "Bowling Green is one of the forerunners of the program."
In order for a city to receive this award, four qualifications
must be met. The city must have a tree commission or board
(people with knowledge of tree care and maintenance), a tree
ordinance (which gives the tree commission power to make decisions), spend $2 or more per capit I in tree budget and have an
Arbor Day observance.
In 1991, the city and the University each planted 26 new trees
in Bowling Green. The cost of the trees totaled $5,939.
"It's important for the community to know we make an effort
to take care of our trees," said Jackie Dubler, a representative
of the municipal administration department.
Pokrandt will present the Tree City USA recognition to Bowling Green on April 22. 1992. in Tiffin at the annual Tree City
USA awards luncheon.

PRESIDENTIAL CABINET:

f PILLS N' PACKAGES 1
Spring Break Special

Treasurer- responsible for oil financial and budgeting
aftairs ot USG
Faculty liaison- gatekeeper ot communication between
the BGSU Faculty Senate and USG
Academic Attain CootcHnatot- coordinate the construction
ot the USG Course Evaluation Booklet; achieve goats thot
USG sets to enhance the academic environment at BGSU

Double Prints
2nd Set

Student Welfare Coordinator- assist in developing legislation
and programs that address the needs of the everyday life of this
undergraduate student body
Multicultural Attain Coordinator- adopt programs and legislation
that recognizes the multicultural community and issues
National, State, and Community Coordinator- maintain a strong
voting student population, address the actions of Federal. State,
and Local legislatures which affect the undergraduate students
Public gelations- coordinate all incoming and outgoing communications concerning the workings of USG: institute a new letter to be
published by USG

Inastygjrl

Non-Traditional Student liaison- communicate all information between USG and the Non-Traditional Students Association.

Order 3" Single Prints & Get a
FREE Roll of FujMOO speed film
IN BEFORE 1P.M. - BACK BY 11 NEXT DAY
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FAMILY PHARMACY
111 E. RAILROAD ST.
352-1693
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University Committee Coordinator- organize and maintain
undergraduate participation and representation in all official
University committees
ORGANIZATIONAL SENATE SEATS
Any officially registered University organization, which represents
or serves a Significant portion of the University community, is
eligible to apply for a two-year USG General Assembly seat
There are six seats available for 1992-1993
Application pick-up & return is in 405 Student Services Building
All applications are due Monday April 6. 1992 by 9 15 AM
For more information contact the USG Office at 372-8116'
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... the Best Buy in Town!

R.E. MANAGEMENT.
Currently leasing for
Summer & Fall 1992
1. Campus Manor
2. 615 Second St.
3. 315 N. Main St.

Act Now!

4. 825 Third St.
5. 841 Eighth St.
6. 313 N Main

7. 733 Manville
8. 755 Manville
9. 777 Manville

RE Management
113 Railroad St.

352-9302

Bring In this ad whan you sign your
new tail lease & recleve $50 off
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"Presidential Cabinet (10)
'Organizational Senate Seats (6)
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Tonight 7:30p.m.
Following the film there will be a panel discussion
led by Dr. Klaus Schmidt & Dr. Ellen Berry,
moderated by Dr. Ralph Wolfe,
lonsorcd by the Film Studies Program &

by
iy Ginger Phillips
PhllllDJ
contributing reporter

Quinn said he thinks the ques- Ceringer
tion of how the federal government raises money to fund pro- Continued from page 1.
grams is ultimately one of equity
"(Pelc's death] caused a chain
and fairness, with a decrease in
the Social Security tax and an in- car at an ex-boyfriend's house.
reaction of events," Cameron
Geringer invited Pelc on a said.
crease in income tax as possible
drive for the purpose of seeing
The statement said Geringer
options.
Christmas lights on Dec. 22.
washed the blood off his hands,
He told prosecutors he then then went into his living room
shot Pelc six times and drove her and shot Carol and Kim Geringer.
body back to his house.
chose to redistrict.
City Attorney Michael Marsh
said past court cases have prouse use use use use use use use use use use use
duced redistrict inn plans with 0.1
percent accuracy, but municipaApplications Available For
lities probably can follow looser
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT GOVERNMENT
guidelines.
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A PROVOCATIVE COMEDY
ABOUT SECRETS AND SU RI'RISKS

National Arbor
Day group dubs
BG 'Tree City'

Blend in with
Stand Out from
at BGSU

one coupon per lease
Expires 4/8/92

For a free catalog call Continuing and International Education, 372-8181.
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Speaker declares
right to abortion
may soon be lost
by Christy Vargo
The BC News

BG Ncwi/Jsy Murdock

Nearly 200 people attended Janet Benshoofs speech on reproductive productive Rights Organization and the Graduate Student Senate,
rights Monday night. The speech was sponsored by the Women's Re-
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A pregnant woman's right to
privacy must take precedent
over the proclaimed rights of an
unborn fetus In an upcoming Supreme Court abortion case, according to an American Civil
Liberties Union lawyer.
As early as mid-April, women's
reproductive rights guaranteed
in Roe v. Wade will be challenged
at the federal court level, said
Janet Benshoof, director of the
Reproductive Freedom Project
of the American Civil Liberties
Union.
Roe v. Wade is the 1973 Supreme Court case legalizing
abortion.
Benshoof ~ speaking before a
crowd of 200 in the Lenhart
Grand Ballroom Monday night said she believes the decision
will be reversed in a Supreme
Court hearing scheduled for fall
1993.
"I think Roe v. Wade will be
overturned based on the opinion
of Supreme Court justices that a
fertilized egg has as many rights
as you and I," Benshoof said.
Outlawing abortion would
bring negative consequences, including a high mortality rate of
women seeking illegal abortions,
the conversion of doctors into
"policemen," and higher infant
mortality rates, she said.
Benshoof said her opponents in
Utah and Louisiana, two states
challenging Roe v. Wade, argue

men lose their rights to control
reproduction after conception.
"They argue outlawing abortion will make men and women
more equal in society," Benshoof
said.
But equality will not be the result if abortion is outlawed, she
said.
"The current position of policymakers in Utah and Louisiana
should make us all very cognizant of the scope of these laws,
which are not against abortion
but against women," she said.
"It is not the role or duty of the
state to penalize the behavior of
women as seen as wrong or not
wrong," she added.
About 46 percent of American
women will have an abortion by
the time they reach the age of 45,
Benshoof said.
"Women need abortion and reproductive health freedom more
than they need any other medical
service," she said.
The federal administration has
disgraced itself by not putting
money into contraceptive
research, allowing the U.S. to lag
behind European countries like
Germany in the number of the
contraceptive choices available
to women, she added.
Her appearance was sponsored
by the Graduate Student Senate
and the Women's Reproductive
Rights Organization, an organization founded in fall 1991 to
make the voice of pro-choice students heard.
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Kenny Reeve's

If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at Student Employment,
450 Student Services
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The Hanson Brothers

DEADLINE: Friday, April 10,1992 4pm.
Please turn in applications at 214 West Hall
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Climate ripe for cheaters
Competition, poor role models increase dishonesty
by Karen Neustadt
College Press Service

Courtesy or College Preit Service

USG
Continued from page 1.

vich announces the cuts sometime in early April.
Nosse is predicting that the
state's higher education budget
will be cut by 20 percent.
Based on Nosse's predictions,
Bowling Green would face an estimated cut of $12.2 million for
the 1993 fiscal year, leaving $49
million to work with, as opposed
to the $61 million the University
currently has.
"The reality is students are the
ones who are getting screwed,"
Nosse said. "Hurting students is
not the way to deal with the budget."
To protest the possible state
budget cuts to higher education,
OSA is sponsoring a rally at the
state house April 22 in Columbus
for students from all over the
state to show their disapproval
about the cuts.
The rally is expected to include
speakers from students and possibly state senators and legislators.
"The budget is not balanced on
the backs of students," Nosse
said.
In other business, the general
assembly passed a bill calling for
the availability of condoms in all
residence halls.
The bill, which requests condoms be available on a permanent basis, passed with a vote of
28-2. Despite the margin, some
senators did stress abstinence is
the only sure way to protect
against pregnancy and sexually
transmitted diseases.
A bill calling for Black Entertainment Television to be
brought to the city of Bowling
Green passed unanimously.
Black Entertainment Television
attempts to promote African-

American culture and blackoriented events.
The meeting ended with a walkout by several senators right
before a bill was to be presented
requesting the University to oppose an Ohio Senate bill which
restricted college trustees from
prohibiting ROTC units on campuses.
The USG bill had to be tabled
because four senators walked out
simultaneously right before the
bill was presented, losing the tentative quorum that was present.
The USG bill presented by Jeff
Yeager opposes the Ohio Senate
bill. This is the third attempt to
protest the state's proposal,
which is being presented in the
statehouse this week.
"The [USG] bill has been consistently put off," Yeager said.
"This walkout is a deliberate
effort to table it again."

Educators often refuse to admit the amount of cheating that
may be going on in their classes,
said one source, and may not
want to know the hard facts.
In 1987 and 1988, the American
Council on Education, in conjunction with the University of California at Los Angeles asked students about their cheating habits
in a comprehensive survey, "The
American Freshman."
About 37 percent of the students surveyed in the fall of 1988
said they had cheated on a test in
high school, an increase from
about 30 percent the year before.
About 57 percent said they had
copied another student's work,
while about 52 percent admitted
doing so the year before.
That was the last year any reference to cheating was included
in the survey.
"We don't plan on bringing

Michael Moffatt, associate
professor of anthropology at
Rvgers University, said his intensive study of cheating left him
shocked and "in a funk." He said
he received only a lukewarm response from his colleagues.
"I found that 33 percent (of
students) had been involved in
considerable cheating. That
means cheating in three to 25
courses with an average of eight
courses, and 22 percent had
never cheated in college. The "inbetweens" cheated once or
twice," Moffatt said.

Berries
-

210 N. Main

Restaurant

«■■■

HOWARD'S club H

Not only is academic dishonesty growing, but there is
more discussion about it than
ever before. "Both of these
forces are coming together and
making it a more apparent problem," Dorff said.
One New Jersey student
doesn't see cheating as a problem. In fact, he's making a tidy

«

• OPEN*
MONDAY - FRIDAY

352-9951

4:30 - 6:30

Surface Carbon

LOCATED IN
HARSHMAN

Muddy Boggs & Augie Dogs
Quantum 90 and 95+
Accounts, Cash,
Faculty/Staff and
Department Charges
Accepted.

18-20 Welcome
S2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
81.00 cover after 9:30

Tuesdays Special

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.

8 oz. New York Strip Steak Dinner
with Potato & Side Dish

University Food Operations
372-2475

• Mini-Pitchers Every Day *

Only $6.50
Located in the University Union
Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95+ card holders.

►

CONGRATULATIONS

GLENN
SHAFFER

►
►

+

profit off the current GPA paranoia.
Michael Moore, a Rutgers University journalism student, recently raised eyebrows with his
86-page book, titled Cheating 101:
The Benefits and Fundamentals
of Earning the Easy 'A', that details methods of cheating, including hiding notes in the holes of
torn jeans and using foot signals
to convey answers on multiple
choice questions.
Moore reported, in an article in
Campus Crime (January 1992),
he has sold 1,750 copies of his
book ($6 each) to students at
Rutgers, the University of Maryland and The Ohio State University.
Some professors say Moore's
blatant effort to promote deceit
has brought cheating, often an
unspoken, seldom-addressed
problem, into the light.

/

►

Give
another chance.
Give blood.

Fierce competition for Jobs,
higher graders and poor leadership models have created a fertile climate for cheating, said college and university officials who
are grappling with new ways to
deal with an old problem.
Worried educators say some of
today's college students, exposed
to a painful recession in a getrich-quick society and numbed
by scandals such as congressional check-bouncing, are
asking themselves: What's wrong
with cheating?
"One of the reasons that
[cheating is] increasing is the
perception that the students' future job opportunities are closely
linked to how well they perform
in terms of grades," said Robert
Dorff, faculty senate chairman at
North Carolina State University.
"When pressure mounts, some
feel that pressure and respond by
cheating," he said. He added today's faculty members are being
urged to be more creative with
testing procedures to make
cheating "less enticing."

them up [the questions] again,"
said Ellen Riggs, a researcher
with the Higher Education
Research Center at UCLA. "The
general reactions from the
schools were not the moat positive. Some advised students not
to answer the questions."

"When pressure mounts, some feel that pressure and
respond by cheating."
Robert Dorff, North Caroline State faculty senate
chairman

►
►

BG News
Salesperson of the Week

March 16-20,1992

<
►

Memories

►

Develop your Spring Break Photos at

►
►

BLUE RIBBON PHOTOEB
We are Bowling Green s only
Full - line photo store that
Features:
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras
• Lenses • Batteries

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Schmitz leads baseball Softball team won eight
team through spring trip during its Florida trip
by Aaron Dorksen
sports writer

The Falcons got off to a good
start winning three of their first
four. In their opener at the UniThe baseball team had its ups versity of North Carolinaand downs during its spring Greensboro Friday (March 20th)
break trip through the Carolinas senior Greg Sharp got the win aland Kentucky, but coach Danny lowing only one hit over five inSchmitz said the trip was a suc- nings as the Falcons prevailed
cess.
7-4. Junior Jeff Brown relieved
The Falcons,
Sharp in the eigth to pick up the
a mix of vetsave. Senior outfielder Chad
erans and
Davis and third baseman Daren
promising rooStiles each had two hits with
kies, started
Davis hitting a double. Sophostrong winning
more outfileder Bob Moosebrugthree of their
ger knocked in two runs.
first four beThe Falcons split a
fore before
doubleheader with Towson State
stumbling to
University Saturday (March
four losses in a Schmitz
21st) winning the opener 5-2 and
row, finishing
losing the nightcap 11-3. Senior
the trip 3-5.
Derek Common earned the win in
"I liked what I saw from the the opener while sophomore Biteam as a whole," Schmitz said. lly Bost was the loser in the sec"Of the eight games we played on ond game. Promising freshman
our spring trip, six were strong." Scott Stalker collected his first
As Scmitz predicted before the collegiate save in the opener. The
season, the Falcons received the Falcons offense was led by Mark
strongest performances from Tomallo and Stiles (2B, 2RBI)
their pitchers and catchers. "I with two hits each in the first
thought our two catchers game, while freshman Brandon
(seniors Rob Kennedy and Daren Carper (three hits) and classmate
Stiles) were fantastic," Scmitz Eddie Standifer (solo HR, 2 runs)
said. "Stiles hit the ball well and were pleasant surprises in game
Kennedy hit a game winning number two.
three-run homerun in the tenth
inning against Coastal Carolina.
Scmitz said the play of the
"I think our starting pitching is team's highly touted freshman
very good right now. The middle class was impressive. Carper and
relievers and short men also im- Tomallo contributed offensively
proved as they made their second while also showing versatility in
appearances."
the field.
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"Brandon Carper was a real
pleasant surprise for us,"
Schmitz said. "He played varsity
hockey this winter and only had
five days of practice with us. He
played third base, shortstop and
even pitched one inning for us."
"Mark Tomallo proved he is
going to be an offensive catalyst
for us," Schmitz said"We started
him at second base but he also
played right field and left field."
Tomallo's hot bat has earned
him a spot as the lead-off hitter
for the time being, Schmitz said.
Kennedy's heroic 10th inning
three-run homer led BG to a
13-10 win over Coastal Carolina
Sunday (March 21st). Stiles added three hits, including two doubles and two RBI. Sophomore
Don Delker added three singles.
Designated hitter Corey Miller
provided some pop with a double
and a solo homerun. Sophomore
Brad Mast notched the win with
Stalker earning his second save.
The Falcons 3-1 record soon
became 3-5 as the team dropped a
doubleheader Monday (March
23) to Coastal Carolina (10-2, 8-6)
and also lost to North Carolina
(6-5) and Kentucky (5-1). Kentucky is ranked 25th in the country.
Spray and and Boggs suffered
the losses against Coastal Carolina while Stalker and Common
lost to the Tarheels and Wildcats.

by Erik Pupillo
sports writer

The Falcons' softball team
flew South for Spring Break.
BG won eight games versus
two defeats in the tour of the
Panhandle state. The eight victories up BG's record to 11-5
overall.
"I was very pleased with our
performance over the break,"
head coach Jacquie Joseph
said. "The team played very
well together. We had two
players down to injury and the
rest of the squad picked up the
slack."
First on the Falcons' agenda
during the break, was the Florida State Seminole Tournament. BG exited the tournament with a 2-2 record.
Senior pitcher Jody Record
picked up a 1-0 shutout against
Aldelphi and a 6-2 victory over
Bradley. Freshman Lisa
Mountjoy wasn't as fortunate
as she suffered two losses.
Mountjoy was on the short end
of a 4-0 loss to host and number
13 ranked Florida State and a
1 -0 heartbreaker to Princeton.

"The loss to Princeton was a
heartbreaker," Joseph said.
"We should have won that
game, but we didn't and it
knocked us out of the tournament.
"I am glad we were able to
bounce back the rest of the trip
and not lose anymore games.
The team showed a high level
of concentration."
The Falcons' came back to
beat Texas A&M 11-0 and 111
BG had 25 hits in the series, 13
in the first game. Junior Dena
Romstadt was 5-8 with six RBI,
four of those RBI coming in the
nightcap along with a home
run. The Falcons then went on
to sweep back-to-back
doubleheaders against Stetson,
10-1, 2-0 on Thursday and 5-2,
4-0 on Friday. Romstadt continued her hot hitting by adding another four RBI and home
run performance in the first
contest Thursday
She was joined by Karen Ap
plebaum and Kolleen Kopchak
as offensive stand- outs during
the Spring Break trip. Applebaum led the team in batting
average during the trip with a

.429 average while Kopchak
led the team with 15 hits which
included a seven game hitting
streak in which she hit .467
"Jody (Record), Karen (Applebaum) and Kim Snyder are
so vital to our team with their
senior leadership," Joseph
said. "All of them give us inspiration In different forms."
BG will face the Spartans of
Michigan State today in a home
game with a 3:00 p.m. starting
time. Then the Falcons travel
to Western Michigan to face
the Broncos Friday and Saturday as they kick off their MidAmerican Conference schedule.
BCSU NOTES: BGSU hit
385 in the six games last week
while BG pitchers were allowing opposition hitters just a
.156 average while compiling a
051 ERA..on their 10-gamc
spring trip, BG hit 318 as a
team and the opposition
.179..the biggest factor,
though, may have been playing
on defense where the Falcons
committed just nine errors in
10 games for a .972 fielding
percentage.

JTOPPERJ^T 352 0077

WANT TO BE A CHEERLEADER? READ TODAY'S PERSONALS FOR TRYOUT INFO!

It can't do laundry or find you a date,
but it can help you find more time for both.
The new Apple' Macintosh" Classic II
computer makes it easier for you to juggle
classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college
life real life.
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh
Classic system that's ready to help you get
your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 microprocessor, which means you can run even
the most sophisticated applications with ease.
And its internal Apple SuperDrive" disk
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to
exchange information easily with
t t
almost any other kind of computer. /

I—I

i

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to
run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.
If you already own a Macintosh Classic,
and want the speed and flexibility of a
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an
upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes
and it's affordable.
To put more time on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.
See us for a demonstration today, and while
you're in, be sure to ask us for details
about the Apple Computer Loan.
It'll be time well spent.

t.

J
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Introducing the Macintosh Classic II

For information on Macintosh educational discounts,
stop by 142 Shatzell Hall
•
CI99I Apple Compute!. Im Apple. Itie Apple luffi. and Mxinlush iie lettered trademarks and SuperDmr .s a trademark II< Apple Gimpuler. Iw MS-DOS IN a rejpsn-rc-d iradcmarkiii MuninA GKpuralum
Clan* n a repscered trademark used under license by Apple Compucer. rncTho ad •» creaied using Marownh COHpuWl
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McCulloch
stopped
in NCAA

Knight won't give
apology for joke

Sophomore Josie McCulloch
narrowly missed becoming a
two-time All-America at the
NCAA Swimming and Diving
championships (March 20-21) in
Austin, Texas.
After posting
a Falcon school
record and
Mid-American
Conference
best time in the
100 breast she
was disqualified because of
a turning violaMcCulloch
tion- Her fourteenth-place
finish would have earned her AllAmerican honorable mention
status.
McCulloch also swam a season
best in the 100 breast (1:03.85)
trials but was not able to qualify
for the finals placing 21st out of
24th. She earned Ail-American
honorable mention last year in
the 100 witha time of 1:03.85.
McCulloch was the only MidAmerican Conference performer
among the non-diving and relay
athletes.
With the NCAA's over, the
season is still not complete for
McCulloch. The Aylmer, Ontarion native is preparing for Canadian Olympic Trials to be held
May 13 and 16 at Montreal's
Olympic Pool. She will be trying
to earn a spot in both the 100 and
200 breast.
McCulloch's time in the 200
breast at the NCAA meet was the
second fastest among Canadian
swimmers.
A total of 230 athletes took part
in the NCAA Women's Championships including 148 individual swimmers, 52 relay only
members and 30 divers.
-Aaron Dorksen

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
(AP) - Indiana coach Bob
Knight says black players
have thrived in his program
and that he won't apologize
lor a joke he shared with
players who bought him a
builwhlp.
Local black leaden: had
asked for an apology after
Knight was photographed
pretending to whip Hoosiers"
star Calbert Cheaney on
Wednesday. Cheaney is black.

National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People.
Twelve black ministers and
some NAACP chapter officials met Saturday morning
to reiterate their displeasure
over the builwhlp imagery.
"It brings back memories
of people who struggled and
who died during slavery,"
said the Rev. Darnell Smith of
Macedonia Baptist Church
"This issue is about sensitivity and racism," said
NAACP branch vice president Ron Hinson.
Cheaney said he and teammates had bought the whip
for Knight as a gag.
As for the photo, which appeared in the Albuquerque
Journal, Cheaney said: "That
was just all in fun. It was no
big deal. If I did not think it
was right, I would not have
done it."
And Cheaney on Saturday
turned the tables on Knight
and swatted him with a towel
along the sidelines at the Pit,
where the Hoosiers defeated
UCLA 106-79 In the West Region final of the NCAA tournament, advancing to the
Final Four in Minneapolis.
Knight concluded his remarks Saturday on the incident by asking: "Does anyone
have any questions about the
game?"

"What I should apologize
for is. I think. 18 black kids
having played four years for
me, with 15 of them having
(college) degrees," Knight
said Saturday. "Every black
kid who's gone through his
senior year with me really
has a really good Job and realty's a contributing member of
society.
"I recruited the first black
kid to ever play at West
Point." he said. "Those are
the things I guess I need to
apologize for."
Knight had jokingly called
the builwhlp a "motivational
device"
But a newspaper photograph of him tapping
Cheaney's backside brought
In about 150 telephone complaints Friday, said Alice
Hoppes, president of the Albuquerque chapter of the
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by Aaron Dorksen
sports writer

Weather permitting, the Falcons baseball team will find out
just how much they have improved from last season as they
open their Mid-American Conference schedule today with a
double-header at Ball State.
The Falcons finished last in the
MAC last year with 7-23, 16-38
overall record but are optimistic
about this year's team. Ball State
was seventh (15-17, 29-30) ahead
of Toledo and Bowling Green.
Second-year coach Danny
Schmitz said he was pleased with
the team's spring trip and still
has his sights set on making the
MAC four-team post season
tournament.
"We just have to stay focused
and keep hustling," Schmitz said.
"We have to concentrate on the
little things such as routine plays
or getting a bunt down."

by Chuck Melvln
AP sports writer

Laimbeer without paying a heavy
price.
"I went up for a dunk and he
grabbed me by the neck and
threw me down," Webber said. "I
wasn't used to that. It was only a
pickup game. I ran toward him,
but Isiah came over and stopped
me."
That kind of Intensity and passion for the game of basketball
helped Webber and Michigan's
other four freshman starters
stick together through the first
four rounds of the tournament.
While it was expected they would
fall, the youngsters were fulfilling the goal they set for themselves privately at the start of
the season.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - No ordinary teen-ager knows what it's
like to get clotheslined by Bill
Laimbeer on a drive to the basket.
Chris Webber does.
No ordinary teen-ager knows
what it's like to play alongside
Isiah Thomas.
Chris Webber does.
The 19-year-old Webber, the
soft-spoken, unofficial leader of
Michigan's Fab Five, is excited
about going to the NCAA Final
Four, but he's not awed by the
competition offered by the tournament. Before ever playing a
game in college, Webber was
playing pickup games against the
Sunday's 75-71 overtime win
best professional and college over Big Ten champion Ohio
players in his hometown of De- State in the Southeast Regional
troit.
final at Rupp Arena was particu"There's no competition in col- larly satisfying because Michilege that we'll face where we ha- gan had lost twice to the Buckven't already faced somebody eyes during the regular season.
better," Webber said. "Just look
"We're in the Final Four, and
at the great players in the NBA... it's a dream come true," said JaSteve Smith, Glen Rice. Just len Rose, Webber's roommate
come to Detroit and watch the and best friend.
summer leagues."
Last summer, during a game
The Wolverines, who play Cinthat included several of the Pis- cinnati in the national semifinals
tons, Webber learned the hard Saturday at Minneapolis, are well
way not to try and make a fool of aware of the spot reserved for

Free Can of Pop
with purchase of
11 inch Sub or
Pasta Platter

FILM DIRECTORS' WEEK
Learn about films and filmmaking
from 5 Internationally-known directors.
from USA: ROBERT ALTMAN
from Germany: MICHAEL VERHOEVEN
from Poland: KZRYSTOF ZANUSSI
from Canada: MICHEL BRAULT
from France: JEANNE MOREAU
For 2nd hour optional credit.
A+S 395/#8202 or 595/#8203
If any of above should cancel, backups
of equal caliber will attend.
#8200. 8201/ WHEN? 6:30-9:30 9/20-24
#8202 and 8203/WHEN? to be arranged

Where: Gish Film Theater

t

THE
TANNING
CENTER

T*
248 N. Main
354-1559

"We'll never be freshmen
again," Rose said. "After this
year, there will be expectations,
and it's hard to live up to other
people's expectations. This year,
we're just living up to our own."
The notoriety, all this "Fab
Five" business, hasn't been a
burden at all, because each of the
five freshmen was a highly visible, highly recruited high school
star.
Webber, who once had 64
points and IS dunks in an eighthgrade game, was Mr. Basketball
in Michigan last year. He's used
to being a teen idol.
"I remember people digging up
the grass from my front yard,
putting it in a bag and leaving,"
he said. "People would cone and
take pictures of the house. I used
to write it all down in my diary.
"I've always been singled out
because of my height (6-foot-9).
But at Michigan, I'm just one of
the Fab Five. It was more bizarre
in high school because you were
the only one."

NO SCREEN CHARGES
NO ART CHARGES
NO SHIPPING CHARGES
NO RUSH CHARGES
NO SET UP CHARGES
NO HIDDEN COSTS
Just the best prices, are
staff and printing company

993 S. Main
353-8826
143 W. Wooster
353-3281

Exp. 4/31/92

® WE NEED

112 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
< All IS TOO AY
354-3098

PHOTOGRAPHERS ®

The B.6. News

Anyone interested should attend

needs photographers for the
upcoming Fall semester.
You must have your own SLR
35mm camera, black and

For more information call
Romance Languages 372-2667

them in NCAA history if five
freshmen can win the national
championship.

FRIENDS DON'T [[1 FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK

Free Can of Pop
with purchase of
11 inch Sub or
Pasta Platter

ARTS and SCIENCES 395/1 HOUR
ARTS and SCIENCES 595/1 HOUR
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Webber knows how to
play with the big boys

white darkroom experience,

the meeting to be held

372-6966

Sunday, April 12th at 8p.m.
in the basement ol West Hall

•icssagc lor:

Bring examples ol your work

Tim Norman

andtheequipmentyouhave.il
possible.

and lime to spare.

Attention Graduate Students

Nominations are being accepted for
student member of the Board of Trustees.
Please contact the Graduate Student Senate Office
372-2426

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

SPRING BREAK PHOTO PROCESSING
SPECIAL
DOUBLE PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF SINGLES

$4.99
24EXP.

M- Thurs 8-6, Fri. 8-5. Sal. 9-5

Hiiiiiiiiiiiimiii

$6.79

MARCH 30 TO APRIL 11

36EXP.

372-2851
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SAVE$
"Look in today's paper for our new
discount ads. When you turn in the ad
and sign a lease for that advertised
address, you will receive a discount on
rent for the whole year. (First come,
first serve!)"
Check out these apartments:
507 East Merry
309 High
801 Fifth St.
803 Fifth St.
525 East Merry
520 E. Reed
Pick up our weekly updated rental brochure
and summer brochure.

NENSCIPVF
Ruil.iis

352-5620
328 S. Main
OurOiifcx

Office '
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not all organizations and companies regularly
recruit on college campuses. The list below
generally reflects the high demand areas m the
world of work. Don't become discouraged if
your career field is noi requested To assist you
in conducing an assertive job search, the University Placement Services provides career
and placement counseling, credential services,
job search workshops, professional development seminars, career fairs and an alumni Falcon Network The excellent Center for Career
Resources otters you career and employer information and current job vacancies in ALL career fields Placement Counselors directly refer
registered students to employers in their desired career fields. Insure your access to these
services by registering with the University
Placement Sen/ices in your Final year at Bowling Green Stale University.

PLACEMENT SCHEDULE
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES
Campus Recruitment Calendar
m
FOR THE WEEKS OF:
April 13 and April 20.1993
Scheduling On-Campua Interview Appolnlmvnta: The first day of signups lor interviews during the period of April 13 through Apnl
24, 1992 will be held m the Community Suite.
University Union on Wednesday. April 1 St. For
registrants with an Advanced Job Hunters
Interview Card signups begin at 3 00 pm; for
those with a First Choice Interview Card signups begin at 4 00 pm Education aign-ups will
be held m the Student Services Building on the
second floor Advanced Job Hunters signups
will begin at 530 pm and First Choice signups
will begm at 6 00 pm All registrants must have
a FKII Choice Interview Card or Advanced Job
Hunter Card to participate m the first day ot
signups After the first day. students and
Alumni may sign-up for interviews from 8 am
to 5 p.m. at the University Placement Services.
360 Student Services Building A Data Sheet
MUST be submitted for each interview
scheduled at the lime ol sign-up.

Monday, April 13
Ashland City Schools
Boy Scouts of America
Centenor Energy Corporation
Eagle America Corporation
Royal Appliance Manufacturing Co
U S An Force
Tuesday April 14
Crested Butie Mountain Resort
Square D Company
Wayne County Board of Education

Cancellation of Interview Appointments :Cancellation of an interview must be reported m person to the University Placement
Services no later than 5pm one week (7 full
days) before the interview day. Complete a
cancellation card in the Sign-Up Room of the
Placement Office Cancellations after this time
will be considered a no-show. You are encouraged to carefulfy consider employers before
Signing up lor interviews

Wednesday April 15
Allnet Communications Sen/ice, Inc.
Bank One Financial Services
Thursday. April 16
L C Wegard Company, Inc.
Manon Merrell Dow. Inc

"The Campus Escort Service would like to remind you to 'Don't walk alone, pick up the
phone' and call 372-8360 "

Math tutoring Flexible hours
E xpenence Call 352 3053^
Pregnant'
We can help FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Info, and support • BG Pregnancy Center
Call 354 HOPE
STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on somester. year, graduate,
summer and internship programs in Perth,
Townsville, Sydney, and Melbourne. Programs
stariatt35?0 Call I BOO 876 3696.
TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable Rales With Accuracy
Call 352 398 7 from fl am til 9 pm

PERSONALS

Notice of Citizenship Requirements: An
asterisk (") following an organizational name
denotes specific requirements regarding work
status in the United States. Please review
these requirements carefully. Only those organizations with an asterisk (*) will interview
candidates with a student visa Students who
do not meet the work status requirements are
encouraged to signup on the waiting list

IF YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN MAY 9.
1992 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY APRIL 1. 1992 PLEASE PUCE
YOUR ORDER AT THE GIFT COUNTER IN
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHONE 372 2851
IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN. YOU WILL NEED TO KNOW
YOUR CAP SIZE OR HEAD MEASURE
ME NT

MacDonald North Staff
Rashana, Shen, Julie
Lisa. Dawn, Nicole
and Barb

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
Hey Spanish Club
LOOKiirSFREEi"
Come to conversation hour at MT. MUGGS
from 8-lOpm on Wed.. Apnl 1 Speak Spanish
till your heart's content All are welcome.

Personalized Graduation Announcements
now available at the University Bookstore.
Indicates name, degree and major Deadline
for ordering Apnl 15,1992. Order Today1

CHEERLEADER INFO MEETING
INTERESTED STUDENTS MUST ATTEND
ONE
WED APRIL 1 9PM@ll2BABl.OG
THU APRIL2 0PM© 112BABLDG
Dear Chris.
Don't forget to meet me at the BGSU Health
Fair on Thursday Apnl 2. It's open from 11am
to 4pm in the Ballroom in the Union. I heard
there's lots ol FREE screenings such as blood
pressure end cholesterol plus they're giwig
away Iree prizes. Hope to see you there'
Your friend.
Lee
FREE DOUBLES
ARE HERE AT
THE PICTURE PLACE
MARCH 30TH THRU APRIL 10TH
FREEBIESl

SERVICES OFFERED

Tuesdsy, April 21
The Express
Russell Stover Candies. Inc.
Thursday. April 23
McNeil Pharmaceutical
V-Teck CommunicaBons. Inc

Additional Placement Service*: There are
important services available to you at the University Placement Services Please note that

Would you like to have
A panel from the Lesbian and Gay Alliance
speak to your class or group?
LAGA panels are interesting & informative
and would like to answer your questions
Please call 352 LAGA M. W. or F 7- 10pm
At least two weeks m advance

Friday April 17
Northwestern Mutual Life
Pnmerica Financial Services. Inc

No Show Policy: Failuro to appear for a
scheduled interview or violation of the cancellation policy will result in immediate suspension
of your sign-up privileges for the next recruiting
period If you do not honor your scheduled
interview, you are required to write a letter of
apology to the employer for missing the interview, bring the letter with an addressed, stamped envelope, and meet with a Placement
Counselor before scheduling any additional
interviews Any student who "no-shows" twice
will be denied interviewing privileges for the
remainder of the academic year

Spotlight Presentations:Spotlight presentations otter valuable information about career
paths, detailed pos-tion responsibilities and organizational philosophy All students schedul
ing interviews are strongly encouraged to attend appropriate Spotlights Please carefully
note dates, times, and locations of Spotlight
presentations, as they may vary. For evening
Spotlight presentations held m the Placement
Office, enter the Student Services Bulking us
ing the second floor, patio entrance Please
consult the calendar for appropriate dates.
times and locators

SPECIAL EDUCATION BEYOND 2000 conference
Apnl 3 A 4 Ohio Association of Student Council
for Exceptional Children. There will be many interesting and educational speakers (or ail
Spec Ed. majors. Cost $6 w/o meats $10
w/meais Call Sun 353-2604 or Gail 372-5621
tor mfo

Tuesday, March 31,1992

YOU ARE GREAT!!
•"25TH ANNIVERSARY"
OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT CENTER
II you are or have teen a pan ol the life of tie
Center, we invite you to help plan next fall's
celebration Join us Monday. 4-6-92, at 8pm. in
the Center to contribute your ideas Call
372-2573 for more inlormation
•'NEVER AGAIN •*
Nominations for next years execuDve board IO
nighi at the Tatt Room (3rd floor of the Union)
at 9 00 pm. Get involved and see what Never
Again is all about*

FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOC
Meeting - Wednesday. April 1 st
8 00 pm McFaJI Assembly Room
VOTE • Officer Elections VOTE
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club will
ho'a an organizational meeting to discuss future club activities on Tuesday. March 31 at
6 30 pm - 301 Shatzei Following this 15 minute mfo session, there will be a presen
tatiorvopen forum addressingeulhanasla. All
are welcome I

BGSU BLOOOMOBILE
Mon.-Fn .April6-10
11 am • 5pm all next week
NE Commons
Give the gilt ot lite
Call 352 45"*5 for an appt
BGSU BLOODMOBILE
BGSU SKATING CLUB
Every Tuesday Night
915-10 15 PM Students Welcome
SUE LORAH
Congratulations on your acceptance to MCO<
We knew you could do Ml
Love, Your "Future Roommates of America""

CASH PRIZES' 15 MINUTE
GIVEAWAYS"
78 enhibrts including cholesterol, fat analysis.
blood pressure.
F'eebies include shin care products, over - the
counter medications, etc.
BGSU Health Far
Thursday April?
11am to 4pm, Ballroom
And you thought nothing was free at BG i
The Undergraduate Alumni Association
presents:
MUD VOLLEYBALL
MUD VOLLEYBALL
MUO VOLLEYBALL
Apnl 4th and 5th
College Park
SUPPORT THE MAKE - A - WISH FOUNDATION
SIGMA CHI DERBY DAZE RAFFLE
1 ST PLACE: 40 CD'S, 15 CASS. 1 VIDEO
2NDPLACE 15CDS.5CASS. 1VIDEO
3RD PUCE 5CDS.3CASS, 1 VIDEO
MON FRI ON THE EDUCATION STEPS • $1
YOU CAN MAKE THF WISH COME TRUE
Penning Rifles Co. I • 1
P/R's wish to congratulate the
following on tieir new stall positions
Commander - Glen Olson
Pledge Trainer. XO ■ Chuck Hanson
First Sergeant - Eric Olsen
Si - Becky Snei
S2 ■ Wmdi WoKlak
S3. DMO . Lisa Sutyak
S4. DMO ■ Chen Holland
Alumni CruisGrahek
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE
COED
3 PITCH SOFTBALL
MARCH 31. BY 4 00
PM IN10BSRC
NORA
Happy Day ■ late Birthday1 Thore wasn't
a Monday Paper
By the way,
a whole herd ol elephants is smilingi

*

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

$227.50! Sell 50 outrageous college T-shirts
and make $227.50. Average sales time - 2-6
hrs. You choose from 17 designs. No financial
obligation. A nsk free program designed for
students. SM/LG quantity avail. Call Taylor 19
i 800-659-6890

1 bdrm. apt. air cond. gas heat included. Full
bath, large closets, patio, private entry. Pets ft
waterbedsOK 353 7715.

250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed'
Private, coed summer camp in Pooono Mtns..
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234 BG,
Kenirworth. NJ 07033 (908) 276-0998

UNIVERSITY REO CROSS
Our 1 St mooting is tonight!
BA112
7:30pm
All majors are encouraged to attend
UNIVERSITY REDCROSS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT fisheries.
Earn $5.000 ♦/month. Free transportation I
Room & Board' Over 8.000 openings
No experience necessary Male or Female
For employment program call
Student Employment Services
1-206-545-4155 eil .1516
Counselors Wanted. Trim down-fitness, co-ed.
NYScamp. 100 positions sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane, Quaker Hill Court. Cro!on. NY 10520(914)271-2103.
EBSCO Telephone Service
113 N. Main St
Now Hiring
Learn a marketable skill and make money. Coops and internships available. Flexible parttime and lull-ume hours Guaranteed hourly
wage and bonus based on sales. Extensive
training program and follow through Stop in lor
applications alter 4 pm Mon-Fn.
Hiring Jr High and High School Girls Volleyball
coaches Call B.G H S 354-0100, Karol Ka
mpe lor interview.
NSTRUCTOR
Swim Instructor needed for summer outdoor
program in Perrysburg. Mon • Thurs, 9:30 - 1
pm. Must be 16 ym old and have current WSI
certification Wilt train. Deadline 4/3/92. Submit resume to Personnel Director YWCA, 1018
Jefferson. Toledo. OH 43624 EOE
Looking for ambitious students to sell wafer
purification systems. Get your training and your
feet wet hero in Bowling Green and then take
your business back to your home town this
summer Write Pat, Box 101. LaGrange. OH
44050.
NANNIES NANNIES NANNIES
White House Nann.es are looking for energetic
students who love children. Free room 6
board, great salaries, travel opportunities.
Summer ft 1 yr. commit. For more into call
Lynn 352-7701.

FOR SALE

Immediately Roommaie(s) io sublease Own
room, $180 per month Through Aug. 9. Call
Gregat353?S02

Efficiency A one bedroom apartments
avaiiablt
Call Mecca Management al
353-5800.
Femak) roommate. Available immediately.
Own room $167.50 per month. Call 353-3685.
leave message.
MARTEN RENTALS
We have apartments lor traditional students,
grads and couplos Please call for more information on locations and rates for Spring.
Summer and Fall.
352-3445" Hours 9-9
DandG Rc-iais
Duplexes /Apartments all
wiihm 3 blocks ol campus
Call 287-3233
Bast kept housing secret In BG
Mount Vemon Apis.
2 bedroom, furnished, dishwashers.
a/c, paid gas utilities
Call
Gary 353-7934 or
George 823-6015 alter 7pm
Carty Rentals • Phone 3530325
Apartments for rent - 9 or 12 mo. leases
9 mo 4 at $i 35 ea )\ 2 mo • $120 ea
9mo-3at$i65eayi2mo-$i40ea.
9 mo • 2at $250eavi2 mo.- $210ea.
All near campus - Office 316 E. Merry #3
Carty Rentals Phone 353 0325
Houses lor 3-9 students.
Also, single rooms, includes all utilities.
All near campus - OHce 316 E Merry g3
92-93 SUMMER ft FALL RENTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Eltic. one bdrm. two bdrm , nouses ft duplexes Stop into
319 E. WOOSTER
(across from Taco Bell)
Speak with our Inendary staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260
2 bdrm. air cond . ceiling Ian. new appliances.
Freshly painted, new carpet ft tile. Heat inciudeamrent 353-7715.
2 bdrm house Located between campus and
downtown Near courthouse Available this
Summc. fail ft spong Call 823 5551
2 bedroom furnished apartment.
For Fall 1992.
3522663
Need one female subleaser from May until August. Located on E. Wooster $330. * utilities
for the summer For morp mfo. call 352 3675.

1983 Honda
Runs well, needs paint. $900 00
i 599 3057 Iv. message, phone no.

WANTED

352-2663
Do you need your own room?
New, 6 bedroom apartment. 2 fun baths lor 6.
Carry Rentals - phone 353-0325.

STOPH Need Fast Cash' Student Needed To
Stuff our Dieting Circulars from Dorm/Home1
Excellent Wages - $3 per Envelope1 No Experience Required! Full ol Part Time* Mailers
Needed Immediately ■ To start send a long
SA S Envelope CMP Dtstnbutmg Dept
C 100PO Box 1068 Forked River. NJ 08731.

Penning Rifles Col -1
P/R's wish to congratulate
CPT David Troillel on his upcoming
promotion to Major

1 bedroom apts. for Fall 1992
Quiet atmosphere. Close to campus.

N>ce. newer 1 bedroom apt air conditioning,
dishwasher. $300 a month Call 354-6676
Spacious 1 bdrm. with large deck. Available
Summer 1992 Utilities ft cable included. Call
354-7258. leave message

Nintendo Entertainment System w/12 cartridges $200 00 Call Brent, 352 2819 after 5 pm

Male roommate or subleaser needed lor 1992
Summer Session. Call 352-4303

10" DOUBLES

10 "DELUXE

Two - 10"
Two Item Pizzas

One 10" Deluxe

$■^50

DOLLAR SAVER MENU

lopping Includes
Peppeioni. Mmhioorm. Green Peppers, Scusoge,
Onions

5

352-1539
I616E. Wooster

Free Delivery

^fcPi 352-1539
616 E. Wooster 8.G.

FREE DELIVERY
In 30 Minutes Or Less
From 11:00am DAILY
Our drivers (airy less than $20 limited delivery area

10"- $6.50
12"- $9.50
14"- $12.50
Peppeioni. Mirdirooms, Horn, Oniony Green
Peppers, Bocon, Sausage, Ground Bed, Hot
Peppers, Extra Oieese, Extra Thick (rirst. Block or
Green Olives. Pineapple (Extra Sauce FIN)

75

Free Delivery

_.fb*&»- 352-1539
■p***^~

1616 E. Woosler, B.G

L

1«A

I
I616E.Woosler. BG. |

One 12" Deluxe

Toppng Include!
Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, Sousoge,

goo

OPEN FOR LUNCH

Own

Daily Menu
Single
!E «7?"H? ea
u- '««■•« MI"
14-$7.50...$1.00eo

Double
IO" S5.50.Sl.00eo
12- S7.25..S150ea
14"-S9.00 .S2.00 ea

EXTRAVAGANZA
TOPPINGS AVAILABLE
10"- $6.50
12" - $9.50
14" -$12.50
P«pperoni, Mtthroorm, Horn, OHMS, Grm
PiftMr\ loon, Sovutt, Ground lUtf, Hoi
Papon, Eitn (hwu, Fjdn> Thick (ml. Block or
Groeo (Him. PinoopcH (Eilro Sovfl Frtc)
Fr«« Dtlivery

_.#&!- 352-1539
■P**"^

1616 E. Woosler, I.G.

12"DOUBLES
Two - 12"
Two Item Pizzas

10

25

Fr«* Delvery

.Jjfar 352-1539
1616 L Woosler, B.G.

Peppeioni
Gieen Peppers
Mushrooms
Ham
Ground Beef
Onions
Italian Sausage
Black Olives

Green Olives
Anchovies
Pineapple
Hoi Peppers
Bacon Strips
Extra Cheese
Extra Thick Crust
Extra Sauce FREE

DAILY SPECIALS
Monday Madness

One If Piuo, Extra Thick

Only $3.50

Crust, Pepperoni t, Extra Cheese
Only $5.50

Terrifk nwsday

Weekend Double Feature

One 12" I<ltem Fazo

One IT Deluxe, & One 12"
1 Item Piuo
Only $10.50

Wild Wednesday

Weekend Double Feature

One 14" 1 Item Piuo

One 14" Deluxe, t One 14*

Only $5.50

All You Can Eat

Non-smoking female needed lo> summer.
Own bdrm, a/c. pool, shuttle to campus.
Call Knstie 354-7597.

11:30-2:00

Roommate Wanted
To share lor this summer
Two people, residential area
$177 rent plus utilities
343 North Grow

lllemPiuo
Only SI 3.50

Pepsi and Diet Pepsi...50< Per Can

$3.99

4:00 - 7:00

$4.75

• Soup 'n' Salad • Baked Potato w/sour cream
• Hot Entrees
• Choice of Beverage
Located in the University Union

"sensational, hard-hitting.. .marvelous shots ol
dolphins".. . Billboard. A George C. Scott nar
rated Him. "Where Have All the Dolphins
Gone7"- Wednesday, Apnl 1. 7:30 pm
121 West Hall
Discussion with Dr. Roger Thtbault following

Quantum 90 card occepted all day for off campus students
Quantum 90 card occepted 4-7 only for on campus students

Subleaser lor Summer '92 - May 10 to Aug. 10
a/c, you pay only electric Call lor price
352 7604, Jody

NOW LEASING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

SamB's is different
because in this resolutely laid-back |

215 E. PoeRd. Apartments
1 bdrm's starting @ 2/5/mo

setting, it consistently serves the
best food between Perrysburg

Fret Delivery

.gfiL? 352-1539
^m^

1616 E. Woosler, B.G.

14"DELUXE
One 14" Deluxe
lopping Indudev
Pepperoni, Minlirooms, Green Peppers, Sousoge,
Onions

11
,

00

Efficiencies starting @ I 7j/mo

and Columbus-and at ^tKk

830 4th Street (Willow House)
1 bdrm's starting @ 2oO/mo

bargain-basement prices...
the Toledo Hla.if FoodCntU 10-12 90

CALL NOW
FOR MORE INFO
AND SUMMER RATES

s

Management Inc.

353-5800

1045 North Main Street • P.O. Box 1167,
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

ME N MAIN BOWLING GREEN

nnuu

Free Delivery

-afifflk'i 352-1539
1*^

1616 E. Woosler. B.G

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

TWkk Thursday

One 10" 1 Item Piuo

Only $4.50

Bowl 'N' Greenery

12"DELUXE

Free Delivery

.jfite 352-1539

Need subleaser starting April or May - August
Longer lease available. 2-4 people $420>mo 2
bedroom, 2 bath, dishwasher S. College St
Call 353 9319

Three - 10"
One Item Pizzas

11

00

Free Delivery

->*&*" 352-1539
1^

1616E. Woosler, B.G.

SPRING BREAK PHOTO PROCESSING
SPECIAL
DOUBLE PRINTS FOR THE PRICE OF SINGLES

$4.99
24 EXP.

$6.79
36 EXP.

MARCH 30 TO APRIL 11

M- Thurs 8-6. Fri. 8-5, Sat. 9-5

372-2851

